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Abstract 
An Abelian square-free substitution on four letters is exhibited. We derive that. on a four- 
letter alphabet, the number of Abelian square-free words of each length grows exponentially. 
infinite Abelian square-free words are uncountable and the monoid of Abelian square-free endo- 
morphisms is not finitely generated. 
Kqwordx Abelian square; Square-free morphism; Square-free word 
I. Introduction 
An Abelian square is simply the concatenation of two non-empty words which are 
permutations of each other. A word is Abelian square-free if none of its factors is an 
Abelian square. It is easily seen that any word of length 8 on a three-letter alphabet 
contains an Abelian square. On the contrary, the existence of an unending Abelian 
square-free word on four letters, conjectured by Erdos [6] in 1961, has been proved 
by Keranen [9]. Unending Abelian square-free words on larger finite alphabets had 
been previously exhibited [7, 121. Abelian powers of larger exponent were considered 
by Dekking [5], who proved that Abelian cubes are avoidable on three letters and 
Abelian fourth powers are avoidable on two letters. The author [3] proved whether or 
not a morphism, defined on 6 or more letters, preserves Abelian kth power-freeness 
is effectively decidable. In the case of a smaller alphabet, the author also provided 
effective sufficient conditions. 
Despite the solution of conjecture of Erdos very little is known about the structure 
of the language of Abelian square-free words on four letters and of the morphisms 
mapping this language into itself (Abelian square-free endomorphisms). 
In this paper, we investigate the following two problems: evaluate the number of the 
Abelian square-free words of fixed length and the number of the Abelian square-free 
endomorphisms of fixed size, on a four-letter alphabet. 
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In literature, analogous problems have been considered for binary overlap-free and 
ternary square-free words. Binary overlap-free words have polynomial growth [ 10, 1 I, 
131, while ternary square-free words have exponential growth [Z]. The monoid of binary 
overlap-free endomorphisms is 2-generated [ 141, while the monoid of ternary square- 
free endomorphisms is not finitely generated [4]. Unending binary overlap-free words 
and unending ternary square-free words are uncountable [8, 11. 
In this paper, we shall prove that, on a four-letter alphabet, there are uncountably 
many infinite Abelian square-free words and the number of Abelian square-free words 
of given length grows exponentially. We shall also prove the exponential growth of the 
number of uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms with bounded modulus, on a 
four-letter alphabet. This implies, in particular, that the monoids of Abelian square-free 
and of uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms on a four-letter alphabet are not 
finitely generated. 
Exponential growth of ternary square-free words was proved [2] by encoding on three 
letters all the square-free words on a larger alphabet, by means of a uniform square-free 
morphism. This technique cannot be applied to the case of Abelian square-free words, 
because no Abelian square-free morphism, with range on a four-letter alphabet, can be 
defined on six letters [3], and, presumably, neither on five letters. 
To establish our results, we show the existence of an Abelian square-free substitution 
on four letters, mapping any letter onto more than one word. To prove the Abelian 
square-freeness of such a substitution, which is derived by the morphism of Keranen 
[9], the aid of a computer is needed. 
We remark that, by the results of this paper, it is surely possible to derive an explicit 
exponential lower bound for the number of Abelian square-free words of given length, 
even if such a bound does not seem to be near optimal. 
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we recall some defini- 
tions and basic results, necessary for our purpose. In Section 3, an Abelian square- 
free substitution on four letters, mapping any letter onto more than one word, is 
exhibited. The main results of the present paper, concerning the number of Abelian 
square-free words and endomorphisms on a four-letter alphabet, are established in 
Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote by A* the free monoid generated by the four letter alphabet 
A = (0, 1,2,3}. 
The elements of A are called letters and those of A* words. The neutral element of 
A*, or empty word, is denoted by E. The number of the occurrences of a letter a E A 
in a word w GA* is denoted by 1~1,. The non-negative integer IwI = CuEA Jwj, is the 
length of w. 
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The word t’ E A* is said to be a ,fizctov (respectively, a prQi.x) of w if w belongs to 
the ideal (respectively, the right ideal) generated by w. We shall denote, respectively, 
by fact(w) and pref(w) the sets of factors and of prefixes of rt’. A factor (respectively, 
a prefix) r of a word w is proper if c # u’. A factor c of M’ is internal if there exist 
letters a, b E A such that avb E fact(w). 
We denote by I,/I the morphism of A* into the 4-generated free Abelian group Z’ = 
Z x Z x Z x 77, defined by 
rj(w) is usually called the Parikh tlector of the word LL’. 
Let 2;” be the monoid oj’subsets of A*, equipped with the usual concutenution prod- 
uct, defined by RS= {IT j Y E R, s ES} (R,S CA’). Any monoid morphism rs : A* +2”’ 
is said to be a substitution of A*. The powers of a substitution (T are inductively 
defined by 
a’(w) = {w}, o”(w) = u a”-‘(c), w EA*, n> 1. 
cEri(lV) 
A substitution u of A* is unijh? of modulus k (k 3 0) if one has lwl= k, for all a t A 
and all w t a(a). Similarly, an endomorphism 9 of A* is unijhm~ of modulus k if one 
has Is(a)1 = k, for all a E A. 
An infinite nlord on the alphabet A is an unending sequence of letters w=ala? . a,, 
(a,, E A, n 3 1 ). The set of prejxes and the set of jhctors of the infinite word M‘ are 
defined by 
pref(w)={ata~...a,,ln>O}, fact(w) = U fact(c). 
It prcn IV) 
Given a sequence of words w, E A* (113 1) such that CE, IM~,~] = +oc, the irzjinite 
product ~‘1 IV? . w,, is the only infinite word w such that wt 141 . w,! E pref( MS). for 
all 173 1. 
An Abeliun squure is any non-empty word of the form ss’ with s,s’ E A* and $(s)= 
$(s’). A (finite or infinite) word w is Abelian squure-jiee if fact(w) does not contain 
Abelian squares. A substitution o of A* is Abeliun square-jiee if, for all Abelian square- 
free words w E A*, CT(W) consists entirely of Abelian square-free words. Similarly, a 
non-null endomorphism 9 of A * is AbeZian square-j&r if, for all Abelian square-free 
words M’ E A”, g(w) is Abelian square-free. 
We notice that if g is a uniform Abelian square-free endomorphism of A*, then y(A) 
is a cornmaTfhe code, i.e. no word of g(A) is an internal factor of the product of two 
words of q(A): this property can be easily derived by a Claim of [ 1, p.2651. 
Trivial examples of Abelian square-free endomorphisms are the 24 automorphisms 
of A*. Any other Abelian square-free endomorphism of A* is said to be non-triciul. 
Kerlnen found a non-trivial endomorphism of A*. 
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Proposition 1 (Keranen [9]). Let 4 be the ‘circular’ automorphism of A* dejined by 
4(O)= 1,4(1)=2,4(2)=3,4(3)=0, and h the endomorphism dejined by 
h(O)=01202321232032313010201031012131210212320210 
13010203212320231210212320232132303132120, 
h( 1) = 4(h(O)), 
h(2) = 4(h(l))> 
h(3) = 4(h(2)). 
Then h is Abelian square jiee. 
Note that h is uniform of modulus 85. In this paper, h will always denote the 
endomorphism defined in the previous proposition. We shall refer to it as Keriinen 
morphism. Moreover, we shall denote by h^ the endomorphism of .Z4 making the 
following diagram commutative: 
Explicitly, h^(u)=~M, where A4 is the 4 x4-matrix with rows $(h(O)), $(h( I)), $(h(2)) 
and ll/(h(3)), that is, 
M= 
Non-singularity of M ensures that h^ is injective. 
3. An Abelian square-free substitution 
We define a relation R on the set A3 x Z4, as follows. Let a, b,c,a’, b’, c’ E A and 
II, U’ E Z4. One has 
(abc, u)R(a’b’c’, u’) 
if there exist words x, y,z E A* such that 
xa E pref(h(a’)), yb E pref(h(b’)), zc E pref(h(c’)), 
h^(U’> = U - $(z) + 2$(y) - l&x). 
(1) 
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Fig. I 
Notice that, for any I E A3 x Z4, the set {a E A3 x Z”IxRfi} is finite, by the injectivity 
of L 
The following lemma shows that R is useful in studying consecutive factors of words 
of h(A*), whose Parikh vectors have an assigned difference. 
Lemma 1. [f’ one bus S, s’,w E A*, a, b, c E A, und 
ss’c E fact(h(w)), a E pref(ss’c), b E pref(s’c), 
then there exist r, r’ E A*, a’, b’, c’ E A, such that 
rr’c’ E fact(w), ss’c E fact(h(rr’c’)), 
a’ E pref(rr’c’), b’ E pref(r’c’), 
(abc, $(s’) - $(s))R(a’b’c’, $(r’) ~ i(r)). 
Proof. Set h(w) = &ss’cq (5, q E A*), denote, respectively, by WO, WI and w? the 
shortest prefixes of w such that Ih( > /iI, Ih(wl)/ > I&T~, Ih( > /<ss’/. Then 
one can set 
wg = yr’a’, WI = t’rb’, w2 = t’rr’c’, 
for suitable t’, r,r’EA*, a’, b’,c’EA (see Fig.1). The words h(<‘), 5, [a and h(l’a’) are 
all prefixes of h(w) and, by the minimality of (~01, one has Ih( < [(I < ital < Ih(<’ 
a’)l. One derives C: = h(c’)x, xa E pref(h(a’)), for a suitable x E A*. Moreover, since 
5’~ and t’rr’c’ are both prefixes of w, one has u’ E pref(rr’c’). Similarly, one finds 
&=h(<‘r)_v, yb E pref(h(b’)), b’ E pref(r’c’), &w’=h(i_r’rr’)z,zc E pref(h(c’)) (_I’,z E A*). 
Finally, one has 
;($(r’) - ti(r)) = $(h(<‘rr’)) - 2$(h(5’r)) + ti(h(?)) 
= $(5=‘) - $(z) - 2$(G) + 2KY) + tiCi_) - $(x) 
= $(s’) - rc/(s) - t/Q) + 2$(Y) - @4(x). 0 
Remark. We wrote a computer program producing, for any finite subset L of A3 x Z4, 
the set R(L) = {p E A3 x Z41a EL, aR/?}. For any (abc, u) E L (a, b, c E A, u E Z4) and 
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any X, y,z E A*, a’, b’, c’ E A satisfying (1 ), the program has to compute the vector v = 
(U - $(x)+2$(y) - $(z))M-‘, where IW’ is the inverse, on the rational field, of the 
matrix M defined in Section 2, and to check whether its four components are integer. 
In the affirmative case (a&, V) is added to the output list. 
Denote by L’(s) the sum of the components of any s E Z4. Actually, checking is 
limited to the tuples verifying, together with (1 ), the further condition 
a(u) - 1x1 + 21~1 - IzI z 0 (mod 85). 
Indeed, for any row P of M, one has t!(v) = 85, and therefore, if v has integer compo- 
nents, then e(u) - 1x1 + 2(yl - Jz/ = G(u - t/(x) +2$(y) - $(z)) = e(vA4) = 85/(v) E 0 
(mod 85). 
By machine computation, we verified the following 
Fact 1. If one has 
(Uo~oco,Uo)~(~lhcl,Ul)~(~2~2c2,U2), Uo = -$(co) f W), 
(ai, bi, C; E A, 06 i d 2, ~1, ~2 E Z4), then there ure j E (0, 1,2}, 6,6’, 6” E (0, l} such that 
Uj = -d”l/!f(C,) + 26’$(bj) - 6$(Uj). (2) 
Similarly, if one has 
Uo = -@(co) f 2$(Q 
(Ui,bi,CiEA, 061’6% ul,U2,ujE~4), then there are jE{O,1,2,3}, 6,6’,6”E{O,l} 
such that (2) is sutisjkd. 
Fact 1 can be employed to prove that, in the Abelian square-free words of h3(A*), 
the difference between the Parikh vectors of long consecutive factors cannot have the 
form $(a) or 2$(u), with a E A. 
Lemma 2. Let s, s’ E A* be words such that 
$(s’)-$(s)=k$(u), k~{-2,-1,0,1,2}, UEA. 
If there is an Abeliun squure-free word w such that ss’ E fact(h3(w)), then there exists 
a word t EA* such that ItI ,<2, and ss’ E fact(h3(t)). 
Proof. Since Kerlnen morphism commutes with the ‘circular’ automorphism C$ defined 
in Proposition 1, we can assume, without loss of generality, a = 0. 
If s’ = e, then one has t&ss’) = $(s) - $(s’) = -k+(O), and therefore one has either 
ss’ = e or ss’ = 0, because these are the only Abelian square-free words with a Parikh 
vector multiple of $(O): in this case, ss’ E fact(h3(0)). 
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Now, let us consider the case where s’ # F. By iterated application of Lemma 1, we 
can find Y,, I”, E A*, ai, bi, c; E A, cl; E Z4 (0 < i < 3) such that 
s = I’[), s’ = r’()c(), 
1+sc3 E fact(w), rPr’Pcp E fact(J4r-p+tv’P- IC,~~I )), 
a, E ptXf(I-il-:C;), bi E pref(r:c,), 
(p = 0, 1,2, i = 0, 1,2,3). In particular, uo = $(s’) - $(x0) = -$(co) + k&O), and 
therefore, by Fact 1, we derive 
$(u,) = $(Y’,) ~ $(rj) = -6”$(cj) + 26’$(bj) - 61C/(a,), 
for suitable .i E (0, 1,2,3}, 6,6’, 6” E (0. I}. Let us verify that IY,Y)cjl < 2. One has 
If /r/ < ci, then one has 6 = 1, jyil = 0, I~ir~jcil = IY:I + 1 = 26’ - 6”<2. Similarly, if 
I#, / < 8, then one has 8 = 1, 1~31 = 0, Jrir>cjI = lril + 1 = 6” + 6 - 1 < 1. Finally, if 
lr.i/>f and ~r>l>6’, th en one has ri = aqu. r: = bf’u’, for suitable u, u’ E A*, and 
$(ub;” ) = $(rj) - W(aj> + (5’$(b,) 
= $(r)) + 6”$(cj) - S’IC/(b,) 
= $( u’c,h” ). 
The word r,r:c,=a,“ub,“u’c,““c,‘-“I’ is a factor of h3-‘(w), and therefore it is Abelian 
square-free. We derive ub, 6’ = U’cj”’ = t:, Irjr:cil = la,“c,‘-““I <2. 
One easily checks that, for any word t E A* of length 1 or 2, t E fact(h(t)). One 
derives ss’ E fact(hj(rir>c,i)) C fact(h3( r,r>cj)), and the proof is achieved. 0 
Setm=jh4(0)l-1=854-l.Leta: A* + 2”* be the uniform substitution defined 
by 
a(a) = {ca’lh”(a) = t.Oc”, 1 1 r > m:4, lu’l > mi4, cv’Abelian square free} 
(a E A). Roughly speaking, g maps any letter a into the Abelian square-free words 
obtained by deleting one occurrence of 0 in the ‘central part’ of h4(a). 
Our first goal is to verify that cr is Abelian square-free. Later, we shall see that rr 
is defined everywhere in A* and cannot be reduced to an endomorphism. 
Proposition 2. CT is Abelian square-fire. 
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Proof. By contradiction, suppose that G is not Abelian square-free. Then there are 
words w E A* and w’ E a(w) such that w is Abelian square-free and w’ is not. By the 
definition of 0, one has 
I I w=a,a2...a,, 
h4(Ui) = ViOV~, 
,;,,,_;,y2;2 ,... uilu n, 
(3) 
w’ = <SS’Q $6) = $6’ )> SS’ # E, 
forsuitablenal, aiEA, ~,s,s’,Y/,u~,u:EA* (l<i<n), andalso IUii=m-ILj’/ <3m/4 
and Iv’il =m- IUil < 3m/4. We set v’o=v,+i =E, so that w’=u’~u~u’~u~u’~...v,v’,v,+~. 
In view of (3), we get 
4 = v’av,v’,v~u’~ . . . u’k-,uk& x E pref(v’kok+, h 
<s = d@, d, 42 dk’_, uk’d, x’ Epref(V’k’C’k’+i) 
@S’ = v’,,z’, v’,i&2 . . . dk”-_I t&f,%?‘, x” E prcf(C”k”Uk”+l ), 
for suitable x,x’,x”~A*,O<k<k’<k”<n. Set 
(4) 
[ = V’~V,OV’, v20v12 . . . h’&,ukox = h4(a, . . .ak_,)u&, 
[’ = u’~u,h’,u~ou’2.. . ou’k’_,uk’ox’ = h4(a, . . .ak’_,)uk’Ox’, 
[‘I = v’(gl, Ov’, V~OV’2 . . . ou’k”_, qp0.d = h4(a, . . . ap_,)uk”Ox”, 
p = k” - 2k’ + k. 
Clearly, i E pref(i’), i’ E pref(i”), 5” E pref(h4(w)). Thus there are r, r’ E A* such that 
[’ = cr, [” = C’Y’ = [rr’. One derives 
$(r’> - $(r) = $(i”> - W(1’) + $(i) 
= $(bs’) + k”+(O) - 2$(b) - 2k'$(O) + $(t) + k$(O) 
= P!MO). 
By Eq. (4), one has 
(k- 2 m < Iv’rJv,v’, 
< l&v1 V’l 
(k’ - i) m < Iv’~u,u’, 
d lu’ov, u’, 
(k” - i) m < lv’~u,u’, 
d lv’llu, u’, 
One easily derives 
v’k--I,& <Ii’1 
u’kuk+, / < (k + $) m, 
v’k’-,uk’l < l&j 
u’k’uk’+, I < (k’ + f) m, 
dk”__l f.&” 1 < j&‘l 
u’puk”+l I < (k” + t) m. 
-3 = b’l - 44 + I4 _ 3 < p < IWI - 454 + IiJl 
+3=3: 
m m 
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i.e. p E { -2, - l,O, 1,2}, and therefore, by Lemma 2, one has W’ E fact(h3(t)), for some 
t EA* such that ItI <2. In view of Eqs. (4), we derive 
Iss’I = I&~‘~ - 151 = Iv”1 - k” - 1~1 + k< lrr’l < m/4. 
Consequently, by reasons of length, the Abelian square ss’ occurs either in some P,z:‘, 
or in some c’, C,+I ( 1 d i d n). In both cases, a contradiction is yielded: indeed the words 
UiC’, are Abelian square-free by the definition of cr and the words z”,z’,+i are Abelian 
square-free, because they are factors of h4(w). c1 
The following lemma is helpful in finding words of a(A). 
Lemma 3. Gicen U,G E A*, a, b,c E A, let x be a lvord obtained by deleting one let- 
ter in h2(b). [f’ the words h2(a)x, xh2(c) and uabcv are Abelian square-free, then 
h2(ua)xh2(cc) is Abelian square;fiee, too. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 2, one can establish the following claim. 
Claim. Let s,.s’ E A* be words such that $(s’) - I/I(S) = f$(d),d E A. Zj’ there is an 
Ahelian square;fLee word w such that ss’ E fact(h2(w)), then there exists a word t E A” 
such that /tl ~2 and ss’ E fact(h2(t)). 
By contradiction, suppose that h2(ua)xh2(ctl) contains an Abelian square. Then 
one has 
h2(ua)xh’(cp) = &ss’y, $(s) = l//(s’), ss’ # c. 
([,s,s’, 17 t A* ). Restoring in n the deleted letter, Eq. (5) becomes 
(5) 
h’(uabcc) = [rr’rl, $(r’) ~ $(r) = &$(d), 
(d E A) and, by the Claim, W’ E fact(h2(t)), for some t E A* such that ItI 62. 
(6) 
One cannot have, simultaneously, ItI < lh2(ua)l and In < lh2(ctl)l, otherwise, by (6) 
h*(b) would be an internal factor of V’ and, consequently, of h*(t), in contradiction 
with the fact that h2(A) is a comma-free code. Thus, we suppose 1513 Ih2(ua)l (the case 
IyI > Ih2(cv)l can be treated symmetrically). By a similar argument, one cannot have, si- 
multaneously, I<1 < Ih*(uab)j and 1~1 < lh’(tl)l. Thus, either ItI > Ih*(uab)l > lh2(ua)xl 
or lqi>, lh2( a)1 and therefore, in view of (5) the Abelian square ss’ occurs, respectively, 
in h*(cz,) or in xh2(c). This yields a contradiction, by the Abelian square freeness of 
cc,xh’(c) and h. 0 
Let w’ E A* be a word obtained by deleting an occurrence of the letter 0 in an 
Abelian square-free word w E A*. One is easily convinced that w’ contains an Abelian 
square if and only if the deleted 0 occurred in a factor Y of w, adjacent to another 
factor Y’ such that 
$(r’) = $(r> - $(O>, r’ # 6. (7) 
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Thus, to find the occurrences of the letter 0 in w which can be deleted without de- 
stroying the Abelian square-freeness, one is reduced to search for the factors of w of 
the form TY’ or Y’Y, satisfying (7). In this way, by machine computation, we checked 
the following fact. 
Fact 2. There exists exactly one Abelian square-free word x E A” which can be ob- 
tained by deleting an occurrence of the letter 0 in h2(3). Furthemore, both h2(2)x 
and xh2(2) are Abelian square-free. 
The word x is obtained by deleting the 6349th letter in h*(3). By Fact 2 and 
Lemma 3, we can derive that 0 maps any letter onto more than one word. 
Proposition 3. For all a E A, one has Card(o(a)) > 1. 
Proof. The factor 232 occurs in each word of h(A). Consequently, there are many 
distinct factorizations h2(a) = u232u, with IuI>85*/4,IuI >852/4. Let x be the word 
defined in Fact 2. By Lemma 3, the words h2(u2)xh2(2u) are Abelian square free. 
Moreover, in view of the inequalities lh*(u2)1 >854/4 > m/4, lh2(2r;)l >854/4 > m/4 
and of the definition of x, it is easily seen that h2(u2)xh2(2v) E a(a). 
To achieve the proof, it is sufficient to verify that, deleting distinct occurrences of 
0 in h4(a), one obtains distinct words. Suppose, by contradiction, 
h4(a) = yOz = y’Oz’, yz = y’z’, y # y’ 
(y, z, y’, z’ E A*). We can suppose, with no loss of generality, I yI < I y’l. Then, by the 
first equation, we get y’ = yO<, for a suitable < E A*. Replacing in the second equation 
and simplifying, one has z = Otz’ and therefore h4(a) = yOz = yOOtz’, which yields a 
contradiction, by the Abelian square-freeness of h. 0 
4. Counting Abelian square-free words and qorphisms 
All through this section, we shall denote by cr a uniform Abelian square-free sub- 
stitution of A* such that Card(o(a))a 2, for all a E A, and by m its modulus. For 
instance, o could be the substitution defined in Section 3 and, in this case, m = X54 - 1. 
The existence of such a substitution allows us to establish the main results of this 
paper, concerning the number of the Abelian square-free words and morphisms of 
assigned length or modulus, on a four-letter alphabet. 
Proposition 4. There exist uncountably many injinite Abelian square-free words on 
the alphabet A. 
Proof. Let w =ala2.. .a,. . . (a, E A, n > 1) be an infinite Abelian square-free word on 
the alphabet A (the existence of such a word has been proved in [9]). For any sequence 
of words (w, ), s 1 such that w, E a(a,) for all n 3 1, the infinite word 
wtwz...w,... (8) 
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is Abelian square-free. Uniformity of cr ensures that each two of these words are distinct 
and, therefore, by Cantor’s diagonal argument, there are uncountably many words of 
this kind. 0 
Proposition 5. Let c, be the number of the Abeliun squure-jiee lvords of A* oj 
length n (n > 0). There exist reul numbers x > 0, [j > I such that cn > x/Y’, ,fhr ~11 
n30. 
Proof. Set /r = (rninaEA Card(o(a)))‘s”‘. Given an integer n, denote by q the quotient 
of n by tn. There are at least (/Y)Y words of length qm, which are prefixes of some of 
the infinite Abelian square-free words (8). Consequently, there are at least fl”q words 
of length tz, which are prefixes of someone of (8), and therefore c,, afi”Y > /,-“‘/?. 
c1 
Remark. In order to obtain a numerical evaluation of b, it is useful to consider the 
following fact, which we quote here without proof 
There is a uniform Abelian square-free substitution r of A* of modulus 853 - 85, 
such that 
Card(r(0)) = 222, Card(r(1)) = Card(r(2)) = 2”. Card(r(3)) = 2**. (9) 
Denoted by p the substitution of A* defined by ~(a) = {c’c’Ir, 2;’ E A*, h’(a) = cot>‘} 
(a E A), z is the maximal substitution of A* (with respect to inclusion) satisfying the 
following two conditions: 
(i) for all a E A, 0 # t(a) C h@(a)), 
(ii) for all a, b E A, with a # b, $ab) contains only Abelian square-free words. 
The basic ideas to prove Abelian square-freeness of z are analogous to those relative 
to the substitution cr considered in Section 3. A deep analysis of the structure of 
T and a large amount of machine computation are needed to establish, for T, a result 
analogous to Proposition 3, or the stronger (9): for this reason, r was not considered in 
Section 3. 
By the proof of Proposition 5, one has c,~ > p-‘/Y’, where /I=(minutA Card(r(a)))’ ’ 
and t is the modulus of z. We derive 8=2 ‘9’(85’p85) E 1.000021. However, the closeness 
of this value to 1 leads us to think that, probably, it is far from optimal. 
Now, we count uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms of A*. 
Proposition 6. For ull n > 1, let d, be the number qf’ the uniform Abeliun squmre- 
free endomorphisms of A* of modulus n. There exists u real number ;j > 1 such that 
d, > ;,‘I, .ftir arbitrarily large n. 
Proof. For any k > 0, the substitution ok is uniform, of modulus n =mk. For all a t A, 
fix a word w, E akp’(u). Then, one has lw,/ =mkP’ =n/m, a(w,) & ok(a) and therefore 
Card(ak(a))> Card(a(w,))>/Y, where /I is defined as in the proof of Proposition 5. 
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For any 4-tuple (z~,ut,u~,us) E ~~(0) x d(l) x ~~(2) x ok(3), the endomorphism 
g of A *, defined by 
Y(0) = uo> g(1) = Ul, g(2) = 242, g(3) = u3, 
is Abelian square-free and uniform of modulus 12. There are, at least, P4n different 
endomorphisms of this kind. Thus, the statement is satisfied for ‘/ = /14, and for all 
integers of the form II = mk, with k 3 I. U 
Remark. Denote by d’, the number of the uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms 
of A* of modulus smaller than IZ (n > 1). For any n > 1, let k be the integer such that 
rnk-’ < y1 dmk. By the previous proof, one has d’, 2 y”‘-’ 3 (y’“)“. 
As an application of Proposition 6, we will show that the monoids of the Abelian 
square-free and uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms of A* are not finitely 
generated. 
We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let g be u non-trivial Abelian square-free ndomorphism ofA*. Then, one 
has ~g(o123)~, 32, jbr all a E A. 
Proof. By contradiction, suppose /g(O123)), f 1, for some a E A. Up to renaming the 
letters of A, we can reduce ourselves to the case that 
ldO>lcz d 1, IdI )I(2 = kmla = IsWla = 0. 
Consider the Abelian square-free word u= 12 13 12 IO 12 13 12 1. One has Ig(u)ln G 1, and 
therefore either /g(U)la=O or g(u)=vav’, for suitable v, v’ E A* such that Iv/, = 1~1’1~ ~0.
We derive Jg(u)J < 15 = 1~1, for the maxima1 length of an Abelian square-free word on 
a three letter alphabet is 7. Since any Abelian square-free endomorphism is injective 
(and, consequently, non-deleting), we deduce that Is(b)] = 1, for all b E A, and therefore 
g is trivial. 0 
Proposition 7. The monoid of (uniform) Abelian square-free ndomorphisms of A” is 
not JiniteIy generated 
Proof. By contradiction, suppose that the monoid of Abelian square-free endomor- 
phisms (respectively, uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms) of A” is generated 
by a finite set K. Denoted by T the finite group of the automotphisms of A*, any 
uniform Abelian square-free endomorphism g of modulus n can be factorized 
9 = hOglhlgzh2.. . gtht 
with tb0, giEK-T, hjET,l<ibt, O<j<t. One has 
4n= )g(O123)/ 
(10) 
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By Lemma 4, one derives n >2’, or, equivalently, t <logn/log 2. Thus, the num- 
ber of uniform Abelian square-free endomorphisms of modulus tz is not larger than 
the number of the products (lo), with t < log n/log 2, which is, in turn, smaller than 
(Card( T x K))?-k”.k2 = 4 ( n)C, where c=log(Card(T x K))/log2. We derive that the 
sequence d,,, defined in Proposition 6, satisfies the inequality n,, <(4n)” (n > 0) and, 
consequently, for all 7 > 1, 
This yields a contradiction, by Proposition 6. q 
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